
Amazing
experience!

I'll always be thankful
for everything that I

experiencied in
Amsterdam, and for

everyone who made it
possible!

06/03/22-12/
03/22



DAY 1 AND 2
 Since I arrived in the Netherlands, I felt in
home.
My host family gave me an amazing
welcome, they were really kind and I was
just incredibly comfortable  because they
made me feel like I belonged there. 

The next day we had to go to class, and that
day went fantastic too.
I got to know a lot of people from different
countries and they all were really nice, we
had lunch after doing some activities and
then we went for a walk around the city.

At first, I wasn't expecting to create such a
big group of friends, but it ended up being
14 teenagers having a good time exploring
every corner of Amsterdam, what an
amazing beginning of this experience! 



DAY 3 
 The 3rd day, actually the 2nd, started with
activities about making timelines, then we
had a break and finally the lunch.
At first we had a workshop but it got
cancelled so we just played a game with
the whole group, and after the spanish,
italian and some of the portuguese team,
walked a bit through the center, because
in a few hours we had the boat tour that
was going to be on wednesday but ended
up being that evening. 

The day finished with the coolest bowling
match, we even got free food! It was a
fantastic day but our ducth partners made
it better!



DAY 4 
 On Wednesday we were already halfway
through the experience, and all the
activities we had done and the afternoons
we went out to do things together were
incredible.
The fourth day is summed up in a visit to
the city's churches and a capoeira
workshop that brought out our most
artistic side.

At the end of the activities, the little group
that had been doing things after class,
went to have something to eat and later
we finished the afternoon ice skating and
having dinner in an Italian restaurant.



 thursday was the penultimate day and we
knew we had to make the most of it, we
had two visits to the reijksmuseum and the
van gogh museum and these were
spectacular.
After that we had free time which we spent
lying in a park until lunchtime, since we
went to buy something to eat at Albert
Heijn, that famous supermarket in
Amsterdam that I liked so much.
We ate and went to Rosa's house, my
amazing host sister to prepare the food for
that night since we would have a kind of
festival and there was going to be a table
with food from different countries. 
That night was great, we did very
entertaining activities and the food was
very good.
And to end the day, we went to spend
some time in the playground, chatting all
together.

DAY 5 



DAY 6 
 And the last day arrived, we all knew that that
day at night this incredible experience would
end but at the same time we were very happy
to have had the opportunity to meet such
wonderful people.

The day began with the delivery of certificates
and reports on e-twinning. Later they brought
the food and once we ate we went out to buy
some souvenirs and end the afternoon at the
fair and before this we said goodbye to the
Turkish and Italian team.
The experience had come to an end and I
couldn't be happier.
I was very lucky with the family, they took care
of me like another child and every day was
better, I will always be grateful to them. And
the group of friends that I take with me from
Amsterdam is incredible, each and every one of
them taught me something and whenever we
went out to do something after the activities
we had a great time.
This experience has been wonderful and I will
never forget it!




